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How to Instructions For Bathing Beauties Sari Silk Necklace
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NUNN DESIGN SUPPLIES:
Collage Sheet Bathing Beauties (csbb)
Channel Bead Large - Sterling Silver Plate 
(cbl-ssb)
Beadcap 9mm Sea Spire - Sterling Silver Plate 
(bc9ss-ssb)
Nunn Design Sterling Silver Plate Chain*
Large Jumprings - Sterling Silver Plate (ljrss-b)
Headpin - Sterling Silver Plate (hpss-b)
Nunn Design Sealant (sealant)
or
Gel du Soleil (gel 5/16oz or gel 4oz)

OTHER SUPPLIES:
Czech glass bead
Short length of shell chain (Realm of the 
Goddess)
Sari Silk
Wire

TOOLS NEEDED: 
Letter stamping tools

* You’ll need length for the necklace plus about 
1-1/2” of large links to hang charms from
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TO ASSEMBLE THE PENDANT

STEP 1: (Image 2)
Start by samping the word “SEA” on the gold Nunn Design Flat Tag Large Thin 
Rectangle. You can use a Sharpie marker to darken the recesses of the letters; quickly 
wipe the surface before the ink dries so that just the letters are dark. If the ink dries, 
you can sand it off with fine sandpaper. Set aside.

STEP 2: (Image 3)
Thread the bead and the Nunn Design Beadcap 9mm Sea Spire on the headpin, make 
a loop, and set aside.

STEP 3: (Image 4)
Following the package directions, place mermaid image (from the Nunn Design 
Bathing Beauties Collage Sheet) on the Nunn Design Large Channel Bead. Set aside 
to dry. 

STEP 4: (no image)
Seal the mermaid image with Nunn Design Sealant or a light coat of resin. Let cure. 
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STEP 5: (Images 5-7)
Gather a few strands of sari silk together. Wrap wire around at the center, leaving a 
long tail of wire. Using the tail, pull the silk through the center of the channel bead. 
Make a wire wrapped loop on top. Your bunch of silk should be thick enough to hold 
the channel bead so it doesn’t slide off, but if not, make an overhand knot in the silk 
under the channel bead to hold it. You can hide a knot in the bunch of silk or tie all the 
strands together. You can let the silk hang long and flowing or trim it shorter.

STEP 6: (Image 8)
Attach the gold ND Flat Tag Large Thin Rectangle, shell chain, and bead to large links 
of chain. Open end of chain and connect to the ND Large Channel Bead or use large 
jump ring.

STEP 7: (no image)
Thread pendant on chain. There is no clasp—you can fit it over your head. Of course 
you may add a clasp if you wish.
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